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charms visitors

Mountain biking to the National Park
Geocaching – a treasure hunt for adults
Forest baths calm your mind and open up your senses
Fishing and the frothy whitewater of River Karvianjoki
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AT THE SACRED SPRING
Barely raising a ripple,
the invisible water of the spring
looks up at the sky.
Well-rested water seeps
through the earth's maw.
Turned old in the ground,
rain rested in the sand.
Touched by the Sacred,
untouchable.
Water dances with sand,
the invisible surface of the water
motionlessly
looks up at the sky.
I press my thirsty mouth
on the abundant mouth of the spring.
Soil kisses soil,
dust reaches for dust.
Barely raising a quiver
the well-rested water
looks up at the sky.
Touched by the Sacred.
Untouchable.
SALME TÖRMÄ
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Editorial

EXPERIENCE THE GEOPARK!

T

natural bodies of water has become a global trend. As an
added bonus, water in the ponds will soften your skin and
hair. In other words, if you end up taking a plunge while
visiting the mires, you can take comfort in the fact that
the water is beneficial for your health!
A new bike trail has been established in Lauhanvuori:
the Geobike Trail spans just under 30 kilometres, and
consists of two connectible routes. There are signposts
along the way describing the history of origins of the
beach terraces, sand stone and tors. You can have a picnic
at the gorgeous cooking shelter of Lake Spitaalijärvi or
the new lean-to shelters of the Lauhan kämppä cabin.
The Geopark area contains popular and valuable
fishing spots, which are maintained by local efforts.
River Viinikanjoki in Parkano was selected as the local
fishing spot in 2018. It is also possible for people with
reduced mobility to go fishing there. There are various
interesting rapids in River Karvianjoki, and thanks to
its Atlantic salmon population, River Isojoki is one of
UNESCO’s Project Aqua water protection sites. You can
go canoeing in all the water bodies located in the area.
The Lauhanvuori–Hämeenkangas Geopark area
offers plenty to see and do for different kinds of
visitors, such as photographers, ornithologists,
geocache enthusiasts, and berry and mushroom pickers.
You can go out in nature by yourself or in a group
of people. It is increasingly common to bump into
international visitors in the Geopark, too. Welcome to
the Geopark!

he Geopark area of Lauhanvuori-Hämeenkangas
covers a dozen municipalities in the region.
Kauhajoki, Isojoki and Karijoki in South
Ostrobothnia, Karvia, Honkajoki, Siikainen,
Kankaanpää and Jämijärvi in Satakunta, and Parkano
and Kihniö in Pirkanmaa conceal an immense amount
of unique geosites and nature and culture destinations.
The sites are signposted with guides describing the area’s
special characteristics and history, and you can find
camping services for longer stays in the surrounding
area, such as trails, duckboards, lean-to shelters, cooking
shelters and jetties.
The Geopark’s objective is to raise public awareness
of our special heritage, and provide visitors with a
chance to experience it. Signposts placed in the terrain
are complemented by the Geopark’s lauhanvuoriregion.
fi mobile guide and the nationalparks.fi website of
Metsähallitus. In addition, the nature guides in the area
unlock the secrets of these sites in an unforgettable
manner.
The Lauhanvuori–Hämeenkangas Geopark area is
accessible to visitors moving about in different ways,
and there are routes available for everyone regardless
of mobility or desired level of difficulty. You can be
truly present in the moment and sense the health
benefits of the wellness paths, or simply walk along the
ordinary trails. In any case, your visit will be beneficial
to your health, whether knowingly or unknowingly.
People have believed in the healing effects of water
in the ponds of our national parks and the springs of
Hämeenkangas. Kauhalammi continues to be a popular
swimming site and water from the Uhrilähde spring is still
used to baptise children. Wild swimming or swimming in

TERTTU HERMANSSON
Executive Manager
Lauhanvuori- Hämeenkangas Geopark
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Treasure hunts for adults
Text and photos SOFIA SILLANPÄÄ

”

The GPS on my phone is not
very accurate. One moment it
says I’m here, the next I am
a hundred metres away. I’m
standing on the duckboards of a
Geopark site as I let out a deep sigh.
I tell my friends it must be here
somewhere. You just have to use
your imagination.
It feels pretty stupid to peek
underneath the duckboards with
my backside facing the sky. When
fumbling under the boards with my
hands, I can only hope a fat adder is
not taking a nap right there. I feel
sweaty and my knees hurt. Opri the
Geopark dog is watching us with a
bemused look in his eyes, wondering
what the two-legged members of his
pack are up to. He decides to help,
but unfortunately as he leaps onto a
soft tussock, he falls on his back and
slides under the duckboards. You
cannot help but laugh.
Before this search, we
experienced a sense of frustration
in the bird watching tower of

another site. Despite a slight fear of
heights, we climbed high up into the
tower, as you must. We studied the
structure of the tower and peeked
under the stairs. When other people
not interested in geocaching arrived,
we whistled and pretended to be
simply admiring the scenery. All
this just to notice that what we were
searching for was actually at the
bottom of the tower.
You do not always find the
geocache straight away, and
sometimes the search takes a long
time. It is important to stop and
think every now and then. Put our
heads together, so to speak. And
sometimes you simply happen to
look in the right place from exactly
the right angle. No matter how the
search process goes, one thing is
for sure: nothing feels as good as
the thrill of discovery. Even adults
scream with joy when the hidden box
finally catches their eyes. We, too,
smiled contentedly when signing the
logbooks. What a successful trip!
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WHAT IS GEOCACHING?

• A hobby with worldwide appeal,
in which you search for geocaches
with the help of GPS.
• A geocache is a box containing
a logbook, a pencil and information
on the cache.
• Anyone can make a geocache and
search for one.
• Geocaches can be found pretty
much anywhere, and nature sites
seem particularly popular.
FURTHER INFORMATION:

geocaching.com and geocache.fi
Opri, the Geopark dog.

MOUNTAIN
BIKING
opens the autumnal Geopark
Two national parks at the heart of Geopark. A fatbike
and hiking boots. Two autumnal days. The end of
autumn offers great opportunities to familiarise
yourself with the landscape descending into
hibernation. After a crisp night the earth is covered
in frost. As agreed, a fatbike with heavy tyres is
waiting for me at the place of departure.
Text and photos ISMO NOUSIAINEN
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RIDING A BIKE IN NATIONAL PARKS

In accordance with everyman’s rights,
mountain biking is allowed in the Lauhanvuori and Kauhaneva-Pohjankangas
national parks with the exception of certain limitations. Please stick to the clearly defined paths and take into consideration nature’s fragility and other people
walking along the paths.

T

circling flock of tits and a raven patrolling its territory.
It is easy to lengthen the trail by exploring the paths
in the heath forests, which are in sound condition.
When you venture slightly further, you may come
across an entirely different landscape or something
surprising. If you have more time, it is worth saving
parts of the day to explore the most interesting sights
on foot. The campfire places, lean-to shelters and day
trip huts scattered along the Geobike trail tempt you to
sit down and have a snack. By doing some preparations
in advance, you can also cook a more robust meal by
the campfire instead of just having a quick coffee break.

he Geobike trail offers a complete tour of the
Lauhanvuori landscape. The signposts instruct
you to go around the trail clockwise, and we ride
the first round according to the instructions. The
16km trail winding at the heart of the national park is
perfect for a short autumnal day.
The path ascending from Lake Spitaalijärvi to the
watch tower through the terraces offers an easy way
to become acquainted with your rented mountain
bike. From the watch tower, the trail descends along a
slightly more challenging small path. The Geobike trail
contains a nice selection of different surfaces ranging
from old roads to less trodden natural paths covered by
conifer needles. Even less experienced mountain bikers
can manage the trail, although there are some tougher
hills and rockier bits to keep you properly awake.
Riding a bike in nature requires concentration,
which means that you easily pay less attention to nature
and its details. You can connect with nature better if
you slow down and take frequent stops to admire the
forest atmosphere. After a frosty night, you can sense
the airflow swishing past your helmet and hear the
tyres make a rasping sound as they move over the ice
formed by groundwater. Ice glistens on the shrubs like
tiny rainbow-coloured diamonds in the sunlight. Some
animals residing in the silent forest present themselves
along the trail: a few great spotted woodpeckers, a

NO MATTER IF IT GETS DARK
The morning frost turns into plus degrees as the day
goes on, and the icy cowberries melt. In the shady
areas on the hilltop, the remnants of the previous day’s
sleet remain frozen until the evening. The autumnal
days are very short, as at the beginning of November,
the sun stays up for only eight hours. In particular,
under a thick layer of clouds, the amount of sunlight
remains very low and the days are dark. You can see
more light if the sky is cloudless, especially when frost
of snow strengthen the amount of light.
You can add an entirely new dimension to the
landscape if your trip continues through the dusk and
darkness. The light of a powerful headlamp makes it
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possible to ride a bike also along nature trails. Good
food and rest are both welcome after exercising
outdoors in nature, be it in natural terrain or
somewhere with slightly better amenities.

ON THE PATHS OF KAUHANEVA MIRE
The Pohjakangas area surrounding the Kauhaneva mire
contains various paths suited for mountain biking, but
there are no ready-made trails available. If you travel
with a map, you can come across some great sites along
the Kyrönkangas museum road, which are missed by
most visitors.
The duckboards circling the wet areas of
Kauhaneva mire have to be explored on foot, so park
your bike near the campfire site for the duration of
your hike. After a few frosty nights, the small ponds
in the mire are covered in solid ice, but the slightly
bigger Lake Kauhalammi takes a longer time to
freeze. You can find cranberries hiding in the moss to
add a nice tangy flavour to your snack, and enjoy your
treats on the jetty.
The national parks of Lauhanvuori and KauhanevaPohjakangas form a pair of parks which offer plenty
to see and do for one or more days. The landscape
changes rapidly when riding a bike, which means that
even the less exciting transitions do not get too boring.
You can strongly sense the changing seasons in the
nature of these national parks, which means that the
trails have something new to offer every time.

THE FABULOUS VIEWS OF KATIKANKANJONI
It is easy to continue from Lauhanvuori to the
Katikankanjoni canyon, which contains some of
the greatest landscapes of the two national parks.
Katikankanjoni can be easily reached along the major
roads, but you can also travel along slightly smaller
paths, at least for parts of the journey. You will need
to explore your map a little or trust the knowledge of
the local guides in order to find the connecting routes.
The steepest cliffs along the old route passing
by Katikankanjoni put your skills to the test. It is
advisable to start the two-kilometre natural path
on foot in order to enjoy the unusual landscape at a
leisurely pace. Water flowing along the bottom of the
canyon makes a calming sound, as the dry autumn has
kept the water levels at bay. A cloudy day provides
you with an opportunity to watch the small resident
trouts of streams, which are kept busy by their
spawning activities.

RENT A MOUNTAIN BIKE

Mountain biking is becoming rapidly more popular. There are mountain bikes equipped with different physical properties,
and fatbikes with heavy tyres have been particularly popular recently. By renting or borrowing a mountain bike, you can
find out what kind of bike is best suited to your needs. Various companies in the Geopark area rent out mountain bikes,
fatbikes and electric bikes. Some municipalities, sports clubs and outdoors associations also rent out mountain bikes.
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AT THE OASES OF LIFE
The eastern sky spreads its red glow over the Haapakeidas
wetland area. A pair of sleeping ruffs accompany a herring
gull incubating its eggs. The wild courtship rituals of
the black grouse get even wilder as the dusk turns to dawn.
The morning is breaking and summer is on its way.
A lot has to happen before nature is ready for summer.

”

Text and photos ARI-PEKKA PALMU
For the past few days, I have stayed on the fen islands
and observed the busy life on the vast rich flark fens
through my binoculars, feeling relaxed. When cooking,
I have had to get used to the bleak flame of a portable
camping stove. Although I have missed the crackling
sound of a real camp fire, I have not wanted to cause a
racket with firewood right here, almost in the middle of
all action. I have wanted to observe the activities taking
place on the ponds surrounding my photography hide
quietly from a distance. Another reason for not making
too much noise have been the elks whose trail passes

I am waking up from a restless sleep in my
wildlife photography hide. The rising sun pushes
its way through the clouds and the cold night is
slowly warming up. The wading birds have not
yet warmed up, and even the northern lapwing looks
cold as it follows the black grouse prancing about and
shaking their lyre-shaped tails. Towards the end of
spring, the mire is buzzing with life almost like the
archipelago. Visitors to this forest area may indeed feel
as though it is a sort of archipelago: it has the same
vastness and a concert of masses of birds.
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right through my fen island. A few times when I have
been in my photography hide in the morning, I have seen
a female elk and her calf passing along the trail. I have
followed them with my telescope as they have moved
towards the islands with difficult access.
The red-throated loons living by my pond have set
some conditions regarding my routes, as they are so very
timid and unaccustomed to people. Whenever there has
been no one to escort me, I have had to wait for the right
moment to reach my shelter without causing too much
disturbance. Even the nights are already so light I cannot
sneak into my shelter under the cover of darkness. We
have experienced many cold nights and gusts of snow
this spring. Wading birds have struggled when snow has
suddenly covered the fen after the ice has already melted.
After the 1st of May, the wind grew so strong that one
night I found my well-anchored photography hide in the
middle of the pond. Only some of its dome-shaped top
was visible on the surface. The heavy plinth inside the
tent now served as an anchor, and all I could do was swim.
Black-headed gulls were screeching and laughing above
me, and I had to forget about going into my hide.
Whenever I wasn’t in my photography hide, I spent
my days relaxing on the mounds. Gentle winds were
already blowing from the south and the sun was
shining on me brightly. It was nice to fall asleep to the
slumberous calls of the curlews. The red-throated loons
ran into the wind and the rush of air beneath their
wings lifted them up, one at a time. I was lying down on
the mound and watching them. As is their wont, they
circled around the pond making a real racket before
turning towards their fishing lake in the north.
I gathered my stuff in my rucksack and started
making my way towards my photography hide. A crane
with a hunched neck was lurking in the pine mire on the
other side of the pond. Such a magnificent sight! I was
watching my own archipelago through my binoculars. A
bit further away, my binoculars caught a similar sight of
a crane with a hunched neck. I watched its movements
until I noticed the majestic figure of an osprey in the
sharp view of my binoculars. It was guarding its nest in

A landowner’s permit is always
required for setting up a wildlife
photography hide.
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I am right in the middle
of the action. One tiny
observer in the gigantic
book of nature.
the dead tree nearby. There they were, the emperors
of these mires, both in the same picture. The scene was
photographed on my mind. I will never be able to share
this brilliant photograph with anyone, but to me, it is like
a still life arranged for me by nature.
As I walked along, another memory from the same
osprey’s nest sprang to mind. It dates back to the
Midsummer ten years ago when a young male elk was
playing the Ring-a-ring o’Roses with me. I was waiting on
my spot until I started filming, and the young elk heard
me and realised it had company. I was in the open fen in
the morning mist, and the young elk had trouble finding
me despite putting in a real effort and circling around
me. That summer, there were so many black flies that
the poor elk’s eyes must have either been very badly
damaged, or it simply couldn’t focus because of all the
flies. That is why it never really saw me properly.
When the black grouse females arrive at the courtship
display, the male birds act as though they have just taken
a hit of drugs. I have noticed that a beautiful girl causes
the same reaction in a gang of boys hanging around a
street corner – they start showing off in a very masculine
way. The female birds patter delicately around the males.
They prance about the courtship display and assess the
situation like boxing judges in the ring. Throughout the
end of spring, they have been checking out the male
black grouse competing against each other. The spring
is well on its way, and it is time to make a choice. One
female black grouse hangs its wing and rewards one of
the male birds with a prize that lasts for two seconds.
And even one of these short two seconds is disrupted
when a jealous rival strikes a nasty blow on his neck.
A pair of red-throated divers slide on their bellies
and land on the calm pond. After screaming in a primal
fashion, they start swimming along the edges of the
pond. Sometimes they climb awkwardly on land to look
for suitable tussocks for nesting. The northern lapwing
dart about mewing on the surface of the fen. I can hear
the curlews’ call everywhere, “cur-lee”. There are some
young curlews singing, too.
The morning has warmed up and the concert is so
loud it is hard to distinguish between individual sounds.
Curlews are wading by so close they almost touch the
walls of my hide. A golden plover is strutting in front of
me, whistling plaintively. I am right in the middle of the
action. One tiny observer in the gigantic book of nature.
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A real Hoot
of a hobby!
Ural owls, tawny owls, eagle owls, great grey owls: you can
meet them all in the Geopark. An interest in owls joins people
together throughout the year. Forest owners, forestry
professionals and hunters collaborate in owl-related work.
Text and photos PEKKA MUUTTOMAA
12

a protection zone around the nest, says Arja-Leena
Korpunen from the forestry management association
Karhu in Kankaanpää. Owl enthusiasts coordinated the
area with the forestry professionals so that they were
able to place the owl boxes appropriately and move them
away from the felling. The forestry contractors agreed to
attach the boxes with colourful ropes so that they could
be easily spotted during the felling.

W

ell hello there, mate! We have been living next
door to each other for a long time now, but
we've never met before, Paavo Lähteenmäki
from Siikainen says to an old female Ural owl.
He is accompanying Kai Leppämäki who is ringing an
Ural owl nesting in an owl box in his forest. The forest
owners become involved at the latest when owls are
nesting in the boxes located in their forests. Many forest
owners are proud of their owls and take care of the
protection of their owl forests. The owls are like family
members.
The owl enthusiasts of Pohjois-Satakunta have placed
approximately 300 large owl boxes in the Geopark
area. Boxes have been set for Ural owls mainly in forest
areas, around abandoned houses and along the edges of
cleared and felled openings. There is a viable population
of Ural owls in the area, albeit the numbers of nesting
owls vary greatly every year in accordance with the
mole population. In areas such as Lake Leppijärvi in
Siikainen, Rynkäinen in Honkajoki and the wilderness
area of southern Isojoki, some of the living areas have
been monitored for decades. The nestboxes for tawny
owls have been placed in cultural landscapes, herb-rich
forests and in the vicinity of bodies of water. There
is only a limited number of tawny owls in PohjoisSatakunta, and the population is not settled.

A PASTIME THAT SUITS EVERYONE
An owl-related hobby offers activities all year round.
When winter turns into spring, you can listen to the sounds
of courtship and mating, while in the spring you can check
the nestboxes. In May, ringing will take place, and in the
autumn, the nestboxes are serviced. Information and observations are also collected from different bodies at all
times in order to fine-tune the location of the boxes. At
the same time, information about the activities is spread
actively, as all this does not take place only for the sake of
owls but also for people. We have managed to engage, for
example, hunters who spend a lot of time in nature and
who have the time to check up on the nestboxes in spring.
In principle, everyone who is interested in owls and their
protection is welcome.
– This summer, I found at least ten nests of the
common goldeney in the owl boxes, and many of them
were right in the middle of the forest, says Simo Aho
from Siikainen. It is good that the owl boxes are in use,
although the young will have a slightly longer and more
dangerous march towards the nearest body of water. Owl
boxes set up near the shoreline are popular nesting places
for the common goldeneye.
– We may get a bit more action here at this nest; at least
that’s what happened last time, Turo Tuomikoski from
Isojoki warns us as we approach the nest of a great grey owl.
Great grey owls tend to nest in old hawks’ nests located high
up in trees, which poses challenges for their ringing. That is
why we offer them nesting platforms, which have been tried
and tested in the north. These platforms are set up at the
height of 3–4 metres. Some great grey owls and Ural owls
may defend their nests pretty aggressively, and therefore
you should not approach the nest on your own or without
protective equipment.
– You will get far with patience, a sufficient amount of
time and a couple of helpers, the experienced ringer Kai
Leppimäki says convincingly.
– If you bump into a big owl snapping its beak or giving
other types of warning signs, it is best to move away, he
continues.
An interest in owls offers various types of experiences:
hearing the simultaneous nocturnal singing of the eagle owl
and Ural owl in the spring, holding an adult great grey owl
during its ringing, an entirely new nesting after a 10-year
wait, a pile of tawny owl babies on a blueberry patch, or
encounters with different nature enthusiasts.

OWLS AWAKEN YOUR PROTECTIVE INSTINCTS
It is very satisfying to be an owl enthusiast, as it makes
the invisible world visible; since owls are active at
night, you rarely see them. For many people, seeing an
owl close by is a real experience, which makes owls
the top salesmen of nature. Owls often inspire people
to observe nature more than before. Owl-related
activities are also full of surprises. Sometimes, despite
an active courtship, an owl might not eventually nest, as
it probably did not find a partner. On the other hand,
sometimes hardly anybody has managed to hear the
courtship of an owl couple nesting together for years.
Once a stormy wind uprooted a tree onto the roof of
an owl box and pressed it down to eye-level. Despite
this, the usually timid tawny owl continued to nest and
managed to bring three lovely fledglings into the world.
– Once a forest owner called and said he had found
a large owl’s nest in the forest which he was planning
to regenerate. He wanted advice on how to set up
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Forest baths
in the Geopark
WHAT DOES NATURE DO FOR A HUMAN BEING?
• The green environment awakens your capacity
to notice positive feelings
• The feelings of anger are reduced
• You become more satisfied with your own life
• You feel your health improving
• Stress, and in particular, work-related stress is reduced

THE PARASYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
IS ACTIVATED
•
•
•
•
•

your pulse slows down
muscle tension is reduced
the electrodermal activity slows down
your blood pressure is reduced
the levels of stress hormone cortisol are reduced

EFFECTS ON THE IMMUNE SYSTEM
• the amount of certain white blood-cells
increases, such as the natural killer (NK)
cells which destroy cancer cells and virally
infected cells
• the hyperactivity of your immune system
is reduced

It is worthwhile to explore forests
a bit closer every now and then.
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Poems carved in the rock along
the forest path delight
the passers-by.

Based on experience, you can create positive
effects by simply spending time in a forest
– or, as the Japanese call it, by having a forest bath.
Text and photos EIRA-MAIJA SAVONEN

O

f course, studies had proven the positive effects
of nature already earlier, but it was as late as in
the 2000s that people understood the possibilities
of using the forest in a conscious way to improve
mental health. Furthermore, when new physiological
studies indicated that spending time in a forest had a
measurable effect on vital functions, the interest grew
even further. At first, forest therapy became part of
the process of rehabilitating people who suffered from
burnout in Japan and South-Korea. These two countries
have since been pioneers of forest therapy research.
Finland is not far behind. Researchers from the
Parkano research station of the Finnish Forest Research
Institute (Metla) and the University of Tampere
developed a practical solution based on studies:
a forest path that helps people recover from stress.

NATURE WILL ALWAYS REVITALISE YOU
Voimapolku (the Path of Strength) is the first
forest path in Finland and worldwide that includes
psychology exercises. It was opened in 2010 in the
vicinity of Scandic Ikaalisten Kylpylä. Paths equipped
with similar exercises have since been opened in
Finland and in other European countries. One of
them, the Parkanon Rantareitti Trail, travels through
the Natura 2000 protection area in the waterfront
landscape of Lake Kaidatvedet.
According to a questionnaire, visitors from both
Finland and central Europe who had completed the
psychology exercises recovered equally from stress
along the forest paths. People who had taken the
Parkanon Rantareitti trail were particularly satisfied.
This was influenced by the trail’s easy accessibility and
its location partly by the lake.
Nature revitalises you, no matter where you are.
You do not need a protected old-growth forest or
special guidance, as long as you can stop and become
aware of your surroundings. Take a look around and
pay attention to the tiny details in nature: how the
light filters through the branches, the lichen on a
rock, the sounds of nature. Let the continuous flow of
thoughts stop for a while, and calm your mind. You can
learn more exercises along the Parkanon Rantareitti
trail and adopt them to your own forest trips.

GUIDED EXERCISES ALONG THE WELLNESS PATH
In a guided Japanese forest bath, people spend time in
a forest and walk along certified paths, while the
Finnish application also includes psychology exercises.
The latest information about the gradual nature of
recovery from stress was taken into consideration when
the exercises were designed.
The changes in vital functions take place already
during the first minutes spent in a forest: muscle
tension and blood pressure are reduced, and pulse slows
down. This healing process is strengthened by the first
exercises that the visitor completes along the path
according to the instructions described in the signposts.
This is followed by an effect on the person’s mood and
feelings: the feelings of anger and fear are reduced
and positive feelings are strengthened. The exercises
encourage people to recognise their current mood and
talk about it aloud to the surrounding nature. As
a result, the visitors’ attentiveness and ability to
concentrate are improved. This requires spending
between 30 minutes and an hour in nature.

ALONE OR IN A GROUP
The Geopark area contains paths in varying and
diverse landscapes in the forests and mires. Go for a
walk either by yourself or in a group. Walk peacefully,
and forget about competition and accomplishing tasks.
Observe your surroundings. You do not have to learn
anything new, it is enough to just be and let nature
affect you. The forest bath will take care of your mind
as well as your body.
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Geopark evaluations
in the heat of summer
The Lauhanvuori-Hämeenkangas Geopark project submitted
its Geopark application to UNESCO in 2018. Thereafter,
a verification check and a desktop evaluation were conducted,
and the application passed both. In summer 2019, we experienced
some suspenseful moments when the evaluators arrived.
Text and photos TERTTU HERMANSSON
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I

n the summer, we were expecting to undergo field
evaluations conducted by UNESCO's Geopark
evaluators. The evaluations were to consist of
a review of the area’s geosites, visibility, local
activities, development of tourism, environmental
education and everything else that areas commit to
when applying for the Geopark status. At the end of
July, doctors and geologists Mohd-Shafeea Leman
from Malaysia and Ánchel Belmonte Ribas from
Spain arrived to evaluate our area’s eligibility as a
Geopark.
EXPERIENCES AT THE START OF THE WEEK
We had really hoped for sunny weather, and that is
what we truly got. We had created a tight schedule
which started on the Monday when the evaluators
arrived in Finland. They were taken to Parkano for
dinner, followed by cottage accommodation in Kihniö.
On Tuesday, we stayed in the Kihniö–Parkano area
and became acquainted with the Aitoneva Peat Museum
and its surroundings. We climbed up the Käskyvuori
hill and admired old tools in the Parkano Forestry
Museum. The day culminated in a dinner cruise on Lake
Kaidatvedet. Various stakeholder representatives from
the Geopark region gathered up on the Vesipääsky boat,
and the evaluators had an opportunity to engage in
conversations that were important for the evaluation.
Wednesday started with a tour of the new Skantz
cultural centre in Karvia. We were in awe of the amount
of work done by volunteers. In Kauhaneva, we dreaded
that the horse-flies would frighten off our visitors
from afar, but we managed to avoid the worst, and it
turned out that the evaluators fell in love with the mire
landscape. While visiting the geosites of Lauhanvuori, we
were also told stories about the windmills and Finnish
forest reindeer. We had a picnic by the Kivijata stone
field and were surprised by the sound of violin music.
After visiting the Lauhan Spelit music event, we ended
up having dinner and staying overnight in Kauhajoki.

At the Uhrilähde Spring.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY
On Thursday morning we headed towards the Susiluola
Wolf Cave in Karijoki and visited the Wolf Cave exhibition
in the visitor centre. Thereafter, we dropped by the
GeoUp Café Muurahainen run by young people, and got
familiarised with the concept of the circular economy
and the activities of Kirkkokallio in Honkajoki. After
lunch in Kankaanpää, we were introduced to the local art
school. In Jämi, we focused on the international Geopark
environmental education project led by Kankaanpää
upper secondary school and had an opportunity to test the
characteristics of the AR Sandbox. While having dinner
and a sauna, the evaluators prepared themselves for the
final discussion that was to take place on Friday before
their journey home. The final debate included a review of
the self-evaluation form we had prepared on the basis of
observations made by the evaluators. We learned a lot from
the discussion and the entire evaluation week, and we are
grateful to both the evaluators and all the local participants.
GOOD NEWS
The evaluators had two weeks to draft their final report
for UNESCO’s Global Geopark Council. The council then
processed the report during their meeting in Indonesia
already at the turn of August and September.
According to preliminary information, we were meant
to hear about the council’s proposal only in February
2020, but to our great surprise, the news was published
shortly after the meeting. We were on our way to the
international Geopark conference organised by the
European Geopark network in Sevilla, Spain, when we
received an e-mail stating that the UNESCO Global
Geopark Council would make a proposal to the UNESCO
Executive Board for the approval of the LauhanvuoriHämeenkangas Geopark project as a Geopark
destination. We expect to receive the formal decision in
April 2020. This is a good start!
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WILD SWIMMING IN THE GEOPARK
The Geopark contains safe places to
get acquainted with wild swimming and
engage in the sport. For example, Lake
Kauhalammi (in the Kauhaneva-Pohjakangas national park) and Lake Spitaalijärvi
and Lake Kaivolammi (in the Lauhanvuori
national park) contain jetties from which
you can take a plunge in the clean natural
waters with high mineral content.

Unintentional
and intentional

swimming in clean natural waters

Our diverse natural waters offer endless
experiences by the charming aquatic nature.
Text and photo ARI-PEKKA PALMU
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Being able to swim at an early age has been an essential skill in
this country of thousands of lakes where people have always lived
in harmony with nature. I learned to swim in a lake at the age
of three, just like my own children and generations before me. I
used to spend my days swimming in a lake with my brother. In those
days, there were no such things as life vests, let alone the term ‘wild
swimming’.
I had a cushion made of leather and filled with air around my neck
when I heard a hissing sound while swimming far away from the shore.
The vent had started to leak and the ring was emptying. I copied my
big brother and did the front crawl back to the jetty, when I suddenly
realised I could swim. I have taught my own kids to swim in the same
lake – albeit using different methods, a few metres at a time, swimming
from me to my brother and vice versa.
An entirely new world opened up when I got my first pair of goggles.
Thereafter, I tended to swim along the bottom of the lake, studying
the fish, shells and plants. Since then, I spent my summer days in the
lake, swimming further and further and planning different ways to race
playfully. As my competence grew, I swam one-kilometre rounds around
the neighbouring islands with my brother who was involved in competitive
swimming. As a teenager, I also started doing competitive swimming.
The chlorinated water of the pool was not good for my eyes, which were
more accustomed to natural water. In the open waters, you gain a diverse
swimming ability, which has been an advantage throughout my life.
For decades, I have photographed nature in the Geopark area. In
the large mires of the area, I have often had to take a plunge to escape
from the heat or the numerous horse-flies, sometimes in pretty small
ponds. Sometimes it has been challenging to get up from the bottomless
and marshy ponds. However, I have always known I would manage
thanks to my general fitness and my swimming ability developed in
natural waters.
I have done the same on my countless fishing trips, both from the shore
and from a boat, sometimes into a flowing river and sometimes into a
calm lake. When rafting on the rapids of rivers, and when my canoe has
either sunk or turned upside down, I have had to swim to the nearest shore
amongst ice. My ability to swim has also rescued me on various occasions
when I have fallen through ice.
It feels fantastic to swim in natural waters when the night is light and
small bats flutter around you along the still surface of the water, and
the moon lights up the night from the sky.
I can remember only one threatening situation from the past few
decades in our natural waters. My family was swimming in a lake when
the wind blew my three-year-old daughter’s beach ball from the jetty to
the bottom of the nearby bay. Of course, my daughter was terribly upset,
so daddy had to go and fetch her ball. The bay was full of aquatic plants,
which tangled around my arms and legs as soon as I started swimming.
The bottom consisted of waterlogged mud, and already on my way there,
I was a little bit scared of how the journey might pan out.
As I set off on my return journey, I was pushing the ball ahead of me.
It felt as though I was tangled in ropes. I was about to leave the ball and
somehow manage my way back to the shore, but the girl’s tears made
me carry on. Sometimes I had to float on my back in order to rest a
little. After all the hard work, my daughter got her ball back and I had
solid soil under my feet. Once again, I was thankful for my survival
skills gained in the diverse conditions of natural waters.
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Fishing and relaxing

BY RIVER KARVIANJOKI
Once again, I push my canoe out to the water at the upper
reach of the river while colourful damselflies follow on,
fluttering their fragile wings. The rapid is rushing above
me. Its smell takes me back to my childhood when I used to
jump from one stone to the next in the nearby rapids,
carrying my fishing gear and trying to catch perch.
Text ARI-PEKKA PALMU
Photos SEPPO MYLLYVIITA AND ARI-PEKKA PALMU
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The Geopark area contains
various wonderful and important
rivers where you can go fishing
and canoeing, such as River Isojoki with its natural population
of Atlantic salmon, the easily
accessible River Viinikanjoki and
River Karvianjoki with its rapids
full of fish.

EVERYMAN’S RIGHTS

Everyone is entitled to walk, ski, cycle or ride freely in natural areas, as long as this causes no damage to nature.
You are also allowed to temporarily stay and camp out overnight in areas where everyman’s right applies, and pick wild
berries, mushrooms and flowers which are not protected. You can also boat, swim and move about on ice. Angling and

ice fishing are usually allowed except for in rapids and fast-flowing sections of watercourses where migratory
fish are found (kalastusrajoitus.fi). Lure fishing and the use of nets or fish traps are allowed upon payment of the state
fisheries management fee. Find out more about the permits at eraluvat.fi. You can read more about everyman’s rights at
nationalparks.fi/everymansright.

I

waited for my canoe to arrive. Instead, it started to spin
around in the calmer water, and so I had to go swimming
once more in the freezing cold river. Eventually, I
managed to pull my form of transport on shore.
A young and curious Eurasian beaver watches me
go, and I can remember its sturdy nest on land slightly
downstream from here.
Oh, how I enjoy this silent journey again! I can
recall memories from the neighbouring river when I
took photographs of a confused buck standing on the
river bank and an American mink scurrying around
on shore. I noticed it had caught a burbot only when
I spotted the fish in the photograph. I catch a couple
more large perches from the tempting whirlpool
around a big rock. I have enough fish to eat now, as this
time, I am planning to stay for only one night. I paddle
to a familiar camping area around the bend in the river
and get a real surprise. I do not have to set up a leanto shelter after all. There is a big lean-to shelter with
firewood waiting for me on the river bank.
The young beaver enjoys my company all evening,
watching my activities until its mother jumps into the
water from the nest on land, makes a loud splash with
her tail and both beavers dive back into their castle.
Common sandpipers fly close to the water’s surface all
night, whipping the surface with their convex wings. A
group of ten Daubenton’s bats the height of a span fly
along the shoreline, chasing after insects.
Oh, how good it all feels again, and the fresh fish
prepared on the campfire tastes utterly delicious!

stay for a while longer and watch the whirlpool.
Flowing water is like fire, and it is easy to be
mesmerised by its movement. When the freezing
winter comes, the rapids will change their face
again. The fastest flowing rapids will never freeze
through, and the white-throated dippers from Norway
will take over each part not covered in ice. Ice will
paint its own beautiful patterns along the stream. I
know I can definitely catch some perch by that rock,
the Atlantic salmon is hiding in the eddy and pike is
lurking by the water lilies along the shore. Although all
rivers are different, my eyes have been trained to look
at them very much the same way.
I catch a pike by the water lilies before pushing
my fully loaded canoe out to the water. To refresh my
memory I look at the map and notice the bigger rapid
behind the next bend. Learning from past experience,
I hold on to my more valuable cargo. After all, I have
once dropped my entire professional photography
equipment down to the bottom of the river on one of
my spring-time canoeing trips.
Last time when I was canoeing down the river, there
was less water. In parts, I had to stand in the rapid and
pull my canoe behind. Right now, a totally different
landscape opens in front of me. I have also canoed here
during the worst floods of the spring, straight after the ice
had melted. At that time, most of the rocks were under
a swift stream, and I only had to avoid the highest waves.
My canoe survived undamaged, but eventually it filled
with water and sank. I crawled to the nearest shore and
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Young school children as explorers
Young school children from Jämijärvi got acquainted with the
wonders of nature. Environmental education is one the ten main
focus areas that the Geoparks promote through their activities.

T

Text and photo LAURA KOIVUMÄKI

he objective of the education offered by Geoparks
is to broaden the understanding of how geology is
connected to the rest of the natural and cultural
heritage in the area. Lauhanvuori-Hämeenkangas
Geopark produces educational material for all age groups,
and organises courses and events. One example of an
environmental education event is the Geopark nature
day organised for young school children in Jämijärvi. The
event was organised in cooperation with associations and
companies in Jämi on 7 September 2019. More than 50
school children and equal numbers of their family members
had an opportunity to get acquainted with the wonders of
local nature by completing different tasks and exercises.
Leena Saloniemi from Jämijärvi-Seura (Jämijärvi
Association) had dressed up as ‘Jylli, the Professor of
Geology’ for the occasion, and she guided the children to
the themes of the day with the help of a story.

SAND BOXES AND SECRETS OF THE MUSHROOM FOREST
In the Jämi nature and sports centre, the children got to
play in the Geopark’s augmented reality sandbox. In the
sandbox, the equipment projects a surface model on the
white sand in real time, changing the map as people dig
and pile the sand. Water collects in the low areas, and
you can produce rain by placing your palm as a cloud
above the sand. The sandbox was so popular that many
kids would have liked to stay and form sandy landscapes
for the rest of the day. We also had a chance to visit an
exhibition of rocks and find out more about the plant
and animal species in the area.
By the Soininharju ridge, the Geopark Ranger EiraMaija Savonen told the young nature enthusiasts about
the surrounding herb-rich heath forests from pine trees
to the low shrubs all the way down to pore-level. The
mushroom treasures of Hämeenkangas include the penny
bun and matsutake, which is very popular amongst the
Japanese. Both children and adults alike became excited
about picking penny buns in the area, and they ended up
finding quite a pile of mushrooms.
THE STORY OF WATER AND RESPONSIBLE CAMPING
Most of us in Jämijärvi take it for granted that the water
running from the tap tastes good. But do the children
know where our water comes from? It comes from
the Hämeenkangas mire which is the most important
catchment from which the groundwater body receives

its recharge in the Pohjois-Satakunta region. With the
guidance of Geopark Ranger Kristiina Peltomaa, we
pressed peat to force out water into a bucket through
layers of moss, litterfall and sand. As a result, the water
that filtered into the bucket looked clearly cleaner.
Led by Professor Jylli, the children picked up all the
rubbish that had ‘landed’ on the yard and learned how
to sort it properly. After acquainting themselves with
Metsähallitus instructions for waste-free camping, the
children agreed that it is really important to bring your
waste home from your camping trip and sort it at home.
FLYING MODEL AEROPLANES
The southwestern wind was blowing just the right way
to make Aapo Koivumäki’s radio controlled glider fly.
Koivumäki is a member of the model aircraft enthusiasts’
association of Jämi. The children got to experience the
effects of rising air for themselves, as they sent out
model aircraft under the guidance of Janne Koivumäki.
Keeping the hill free from trees is not only beneficial for
the model aircraft enthusiasts. It is also vital for the rare
species growing on the sun-drenched hillsides, such as
the sand pink and blue clubmoss.
COOPERATION CREATES EXPERIENCES
The nature day was crowned by a great picnic prepared
by the school. People were encouraged to reduce waste
by bringing their own mugs. The Geopark nature day
offered pleasant experiences for all the participants and
organisers. The event proved that through small efforts
and the enthusiastic cooperation of different bodies, we
can create experiences for children that will raise their
awareness and generate understanding of their own home
region. We hope that these memories will stay with the
children in the future and connect them even more closely
with their home region.

Children
studying by the
AR Sandbox.
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PORI
BJÖRNEBORG

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

30 km

Alkkianvuori hill
Käskyvuori hill
Susivuori hill
Messukallio rock
Iso-Kakkori hill
Lake Kaidatvedet
Katselmankallio rock
Aumakalliot area
Kivijata stone field
Huhtakorpi stone field
Korsukangas boulder field
Lauhanvuori formation
Hyypänjoki valley
Karhukangas
Susiluola Wolf Cave
Hämeenkangas
Soininharju and Niiniharju ridges
Koivistonvati kettle hole

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Pohjankangas
Kuivakaivo kettle hole bog
Lapinharju and Lapinkaivo
Sormikivi rock
Lauhanvuori moraine formation
Alkkianvuori moraine formation
Lauhankangas ancient shore formations
Hämeenkangas dune fields
Lauhanvuori postglacial fault
Katikankanjoni canyon
Kuivajärvi dry lake
Maantielakso
Kuninkaanlähde spring
Uhrilähde and
Kylmänmyllynlähde springs
33 Peräkorpi spring
34 Huhtakorpi spring
35 Häädetkeidas
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36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Kauhaneva mire
Peräkorpi-Lohikeidas
Leikkistenlakso-Talvitienlakso
Spitaalijärvi lake and mire
Kaivolammi lake and mire
Kärkikeidas mire
Kaivolamminkangas mire
Iso Kaivoneva mire
Mustasaarenkeidas mire
Haapakeidas mire
Huidankeidas mire
Isokeidas mire
Viheräperänkeidas mire
Vaarinnevankeidas and
Rapakonneva mires
50 Raatosulkonneva mire
51 Teerineva and Päretneva mires
52 Aitoneva mire
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